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Abstract: In a water distribution system, pipelines are failed catastrophically as a result of surge pressure
events like pipe burst or a pipeline collapse from buckling. Authors have made a mathematical model of a water
distribution system with surge protection device to enable designers in mitigating risk against surge pressure
[4]. In this paper an expression is deduced for system reliability and probabilistic behavior is observed over a
period of time with different surge protection devices. Since the system is of non-markovian nature, the
mathematical formulation of the problem is carried out by using supplementary variable technique. The model
is solved by using L.T. (Laplace Transformation) technique for reliability function.
Keywords: Water distribution system, state transition diagram, supplementary variable technique, surge
protection, reliability
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I. Introduction
A water distribution is divided in to three units viz. pumping station (A), surge protection device (B) &
water transmission main (C) and are connected in series.
A surge phenomenon occurs due to sudden closure of valves, power failure of pumping station, water
column separation etc. and involves development of huge transient pressure in the system and will lead to
sudden failure of the pipeline or equipment or a pipeline. In order to avoid surge pressure damage to piping and
pipelines there are a number of alternatives available like:[1],[4]:The selection of surge protection device is great challenge to designers during the design process of the
system based system’ s requirement and associated cost. For this purpose quantification of risk associated with
various surge protection device is must and their effects on overall system’ s reliability. For the purpose of
study only thee devices from above mentioned alternatives are considered for the analysis and probability of
failure is assigned based on the design aptitude.[1],[4]
(i) Stronger Pipe work to Withstand Pressure Surges
Pipe work should be designed according to the damaging effects of pressure surges. This is necessary
where conventional means of mitigating surge pressures may not be employed such as when handling
radioactive, highly lethal fluids, where no fluid is allowed to escape. Increase in pipe wall thickness, flange
rating and pipe supports should be designed to prevent environment failure. In increasing the wall thickness of
the pipe in case of this reduces the internal diameter or the pipe modulus the celerity will increase and create
higher surge pressures. To prevent an increase in fatigue damage devices such as variable speed drives for
pumps and slow closing valves is considered. Although a more costly method of mitigating transient pressures,
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once installed higher class pipe work does not require further maintenance and testing as other mitigation
devices require.
Based on the technical aptitude failure rate assigned the alternative is 0.1 for reliability prediction of the system.
(ii) One Way Surge Tanks
One way surge tanks are mainly used on water transmission lines to overcome sub atmospheric
pressures. They only function when the local hydraulic grade line falls below the water level in the tank. Under
transient conditions the places in the pipeline where it is most likely to occur will be at significant reductions in
upward slope.
They prevent a pipeline collapsing due to buckling from external pressure. The surge tank is suitable
sized to fill a cavity formed by vapor column separation. The discharge pipe has to be sized to make enable the
fluid to enter the pipeline. A check valve is normally fitted to the discharge pipe to prevent positive pressures
overflowing the surge tank. To fill the surge tank a pipe from the main transmission line via a float valve feeds
the tank. Surge tanks do not provide protection against positive pressure. more time must be allowed in the
pipeline for the surge tanks to be filled again after an event.[4] Based on the design aptitude failure rate
assigned the alternative is 0.2 for reliability prediction of the system.
(iii) Relief Valves
Relief valves are in a variety of designs. A simple conventional spring loaded relief valve is not likely
to operate sufficiently fast to relieve a pressure wave as it passes the relief valve nozzle. To be effective against
shock waves a pressure relief valve is placed as close as practicable to the main pipe which is being protected.
If a valve is located on a branch pipe the shock wave will have to pass the branch by a distance of about twice
the branch \length before the reflected wave from the relief valve gets back to the pipe junction as a reduced
pressure waves. Specialized relief valves have been designed for use in the water industry. They are termed a
Neyrpic valve. They are direct acting valve designed to operate in milliseconds. It is a simple spring-loaded disc
with no guides that requires maintenance to ensure that the valve operates. Based on the practical experiences
failure rate assigned the alternative is 0.3 for reliability prediction of the system.

Formulation Of Mathematical Model:
The model under consideration is exhibited in fig. 1. The flow of states of the system under
consideration has been depicted in a state transition diagram [5] which is a logical representation of all possible
state’ s probabilities encountered during the failure analysis of water distribution system against transient surge
pressure.[1],[4] These probabilities are mutually exclusive and provide the complete Markovian characteristic
[3] of the water distribution process. Therefore using continuity arguments and elementary probability
considerations, one obtains the difference differential equations for the stochastic process [6,7,8], which is
discrete in space and continuous in time. These difference differential equations are solved by Laplace
Transform Technique [6,9,10,11 ] by using initial and boundary conditions obtained by state transition diagram
and then the Laplace Transform of operational availability by using laplace transform technique. When repair
rates follow exponential time distribution i.e. setting S  ( s ) 


s

in equation of operational availability [6],

one obtains the Laplace transform of the operational availability of the distribution system as below:
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Now we obtain the Laplace transform of the reliability on substituting all repairs as zero in the L.T. of
operational availability of the system [equation 1] and then taking its inverse Laplace transform we get an
expression of reliability function[8] as below:
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With the help of these expressions in the Operational availability, reliability we have illustrated the graphs
fig (2) predicting the system’ s behavior over a period
of time.The effect of using surge proction device on system reliability is studied for three cases;Case(1) When surge protection measure is Stronger Pipe work to Withstand Pressure Surges having a failure
rate  B =` and  A =.1.
Case(2) When surge protection device is one way surge tank having a failure rate  B =.2 and  A =.1.
Case(3) When surge protection device is Relief valves having a failure rate  B =.3 and  A =.1.
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II. Conclusions
The study of the above curve leads to many conclusions. It indicates that selection of surge protection
device has serious impact on overall reliability of the system and invites due attention during the design stage.
Designer can carry out techno-economical evaluation and will be able to find optimal solution based on system
requirements for surge protection and cost viability. This curve also depicts the percentage of equipments which
should be available after t years of operation. When t approaches infinity, the probability of survival approaches
zero, therefore any equipment, which is available for use after an extended period of time, is the direct result of
maintainability or the ability to repair or maintain.
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